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PAGES Scientific Highlight:

One of the most dramatic responses to climate change along PEP III
has been lrydrological chnnge in the Sahara-Sahel. The aren ot' the
Tin Ouaffadene groundwaterJed pnleolalce in the Tönörd desert was
inhabited 10,000-6000 years ago. (Photo: F. Gasse)

The Pqris-Bieryille Workshop
12-l5September,1996
This meeting was supported by IGBP-PAGES, START, the Europenn Science Foundation, the US
Nationnl Science Foundation, the French C IRS, the INQUA-PAGES Paleomonsoon Project and
MEDIAS-FRÄNCE. It wss organized by MEDIAS-FRÄNCE and the Paleoclimste team of URA-
CNRS, 723 (Orsay, France).

Theprimarypurpose of the Meetingwas to stimulate,
prioritize and coordinate the work of the leading paleo-
environmental researchers in the region of the PEP III
Transect, in line with the intentions set out in the PANASH
Project document (PAGES Report, 7995-1). The meeting
brought together 78 scientists from24 countries and was
a major landmark in the advancement of the PEP III
objectives.
It allowed the PEP III leaders to:
- summarize the state-of-the-art in relation to the major sci-
entific questions posed for PEPIII in the PANASHReport

and the PAGES Implementation Plan,
- strengthen the development of thematic working groups
and establish strategies for improving their efficiency in
the area of data acquisitiory
- stimulate the further development of regional PEP III co-
ordina Lion committees,
- lay the ground work for ensuring effective data
management and integration.

Some thirty oral communications were presented as
well as a comparable number of posters. The oral
presentations focused on major PEP III objectives and



PEP III

Th. *oin foci of the present Newsletter ore the Pol+Equotor-Pole Tronsect thot
runs through Europe änd Africo (PEP lll) ond the lnternotionol Morine Globol
Chonge Study (IAÄAGES).

Prr lll oor", formidoble logistic ond scientific chollenges. lt spons extremes in
terms of existinq doto.
ln mony portsäf Western ond Centrol Europe the need to coordinote ond
ossimilcjte the results olreody ovoiloble from published studies is ot leost os urgent
os the need for new reseorch.
Bv conhost, the record of post environmentol chonge in vost oreqs of Africo is
päorV documented ond there is on over-riding neel to expond the dotq bose
ihrouäh new reseorch. This controst is minore-d in problems of occess ond le
oisticiupport for field ond loborotory reseorch in mony Africon countries. There
äre olso itork controsts in the tvpes of noturol orchives'ovoiloble for study olonq
the full lenqth of the tronseci.' ln the north, high resolution records,'for thä
Holocene o-t leost, exist in loke sediments, hee-rings, peot ond documentory
records. ln mony orid ond semiorid reqions on either side of the humid tropics,
oroundwoter ond discontinuous sedimlntory orchives ore the moin sources of
äoto, but they provide o much lower resolution record ond one thot often fqils
to brino the rioleorecord uo to the present dov. On the other hond, the londs
south oI the limit of the lost qlociotion'provide quontitotive evidence for the noture
of lower lotitude climote-s in qlociol times ond these ore of outstonding
sionificonce in climote modeldevälopmentond volidotion. Moreover, the Sohoro
oXd Soh"l reoions orovide sore äf the world's most dromotic evidence for
mossive hvdräooiccil fluctuotions durinq the Holocene. This forms o vitol ontith-
esis to the'oolor öerspective of o relotivälv stoble Holocene climote. The signifi-
conce of the eviäenöe for moior hvdrolosicol fluctuotions in rnuch of Afriöo is

, h,ig,hte#d,byr,the vl'tlnerobility. of 'ecosys-iems 
,ond',hU*C,n,rpoputotlonsr,in the

reoton.
Evän within Europe, especiolfu in the Mediterroneon oreo where it is often difficult
to disentongle humon'impoöts from responses to climotic chonge, there is on
urqent neeJto reconshuit the ontecedents of frogile,. stressed ecosystems.
Thä Workshop held in Bierville in September 1996 wos o moior londmork in
responding to the chollenges posed bi PEP lll, The present Newiletter highlights
the outcome of this Meeting ond subsequent progress.

T
I he trtnROfS progromme is cosponsored by PAGES ond SCOR, the Stonding

Committee on Oceonic Reseorch.
IMAGES is now ot the stose where its Science Plon hos been published ond its
orqonizotionolshucture oplproved by both SCOR ond IGBP. Resuhs of the highest
q,-äliV from the first MAÖES cruise hove olreody been demonshoted, notobly
dt the'Foll AGU Meetinq in Son Froncisco lost December. A cruciol ospect of
the IMAGES shotegy is tö torget high resolution records {romports of the worldt
oceons of porticulor significonce in terms of energy tronsfer, productivity or
linkoge to öther ospecti of the eorth system. Emphoses on multiproxy records
ond ön developinq'connection5 between morine ond terrestrial sequences ore
of vitol importoncöond here IMAGES is olso leoding the woy ond leiling new
stondords' for these endeovours.
The oresent Newsletter profiles some of the recent ochievements of IMAGES ond
outli'n"r its plons for thä neor future.

(continued from pagel)

linkages within and outside the PAGES frame-
work, key scientific questions for the PEP III
community as a whole, the potential contribu-
tion of specific regions and archives to PEP III
and the future organization of PEP III activities
at regional and national scale. The posters
illustrated scientific results from specific sites
and methods.

Several working-group meetings were
held from which emerged a series of recom-
mendations. Some of these are summarised
briefly in the text that follows and they will
form the main thrust of the final Workshop
Report. The text and illustrative material that
follows is selective rather than comprehen-
sive. It is intended to give a flavour of the
Meeting, to introduce the PAGES community
as a whole to some of the challenges and op-
portunities that lie ahead for PEP III scientists
and to foreshadow the Workshop Report be-
ing prepared for publication later this year.

. Iime Streqm I studies in PEP lll

The report from this group recognized at
the outset the desirability of high temporal
resolution: seasonal wherever possible,
though many valuable records will not
achieve better than decadal resolution and
some significantly less. Several methodologi-
cal themes were emphasized, notably:
- the need to determine and make clear the
lrue resolving power of any given archive and
the extent to which this may have varied
through time,
- the vital role of chronology and the need to
adopt a multiple approach to developing the
time frame in situations where absolute chro-
nology is not available
- the need for replication of data with a view
to reducing noise and revealing clearer records
of underlying forcing mechanisms
- the essential role of calibration, in the time
domain wherever possible, in order to reduce
reliance on spatially derived relationships
- the strong desirability of placing realistic
confidence limits on paleoclimate reconshuc-
tions
- the problems posed by reliance on the recent
period of maximum human impact for cali-
bration of paleodata against modern instru-
mental records

Emphasis was also placed on the potential
importance of hitherto under-utilized
archaeological data, especially from sites and
regions that can provide high resolution
records and good chronologies. This sugges-
tion was further amplified in plenary session
with special reference to the tufa deposits of
the Kharga Oasis (Egypt) and the region of the
Egyptian Sahara and the Nile Valley"
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PEP III
. Subsurfoce woters qs Archives of
poleoclimote

The working group report and individual
papers highlight the importance of subsurface
waters as archives over major parts of the PEP
III Transect. Despite their relatively poor tem-
poral and spatial resolution and inevitable
uncertainties in chonological control, noble
gas and stable isotope records from the satu-
rated zone, notably from confined aquifers,
have been used to provide vital quantitative
data for testing GCM reconstructions of past
climate, especially for the Last Glacial Maxi-
mum. There is also a strong possibility that
chlorine profiles from the unsaturated zone
may provide important paleohydrological
records in cases where the essential criteria are
met. These criteria relate to the depth of the
unsaturated zone between root layer and cap-
illary fringe, the moisture content of the unsat-
urated zone, virtual absence of mixing of wa-
ters and a reasonably constant input of
chlorine over time. The main overall conclu-
sion of the group was to re-emphasize the spe-
cial importance of subsurface water studies in
large parts of the Transect where few other
reliable archives exist. The formation of a Sub-
surface Water Working group will ensure the
further development of research in these areas.

. PEP lllond PtVllP

Presentations at the Meeting and subse-
quent sessions at the recent European
Geophysical Society Meeting in Vienna have
begun to highlight the importance of parts of
the PEP III Tiansect within the Paleoclimate
Modeling Intercomparison Project (PMIP).
The primary aim of PMIP is to determine the
extent to which the simulated results from
AGCM's are model dependent. The main fo-
cus is on simulations for the Last Glacial
Maximum (ca.21kyr BP) and the mid-
Holocene period ca.6kyr BP. One of the most
dramatic findings so far is that although there
is reasonably good comparability betrveen the
output from different modeling groups for
the 6kyr "snapshot", there are serious discrep-
ancies between the model reconstructions
and the paleodata. This is most clearly
apparent for the Sahara/Sahel region where
the models fail to reconstruct conditions
consistent with the paleorecords of high lake
levels at this time. This in turn has provided
an improved basis for parameterization of the
models, using more realistic terrestrial
biospheric and hydrological boundary
conditions for the region. The task ofreconcil-
ing models and data is far from over and this
single example shows how crucial data from
PEP III are for making the best possible com-
bined use of data and models to improve
eventual predictive capability.

Noble gas temperature as a function of conected radiocarbon age deioed from the Stampriet
aquit'er, Namibia
Under fattorable conditions, the concentrations ot' atmospheric noble gases dissohted in groundwater of
confined aquifers reflect the mean annual ground temperature at the time of recharge. The record shown
indicates that the mean annual temperature in Namibia was about 5.3'C lower during the last glacial
maximum as compared to today (Stute and Talma, 1997),
(Taken t'rom: M. Stute, M., and Talma, S. (1997) Glacial temperatures and moisture transport regimes
reconstructed from noble gases and ö8O, Stampriet aquit'er, Namibia. In: Isotope techniques in studying
past nnd current enoironmental changes in the hydrosphere and the atmosphere,IAEA, Vienna, in press)

. Pqrticulor orchives ond prcxies: peol,
pollen, speleothems ond loess.

Several presentations were devoted to the
role of particular archives and methods in the
PEP III Tiansect.

Peat deposits occur in N W Europe at high
altitude in hopical environments and in lake
marginenvironments, eg as Papyrus swamps.
Rainwater-fed peatlands are currently under
investigation as indicators of pastvariations in
surface wetness, hence hydrological balance.
They and other types of peat contain a wealth
of biological and geochemical indicators of
past environmental conditions. Moreover,
they often have advantages over lake sedi-
ments when it comes to extablishing chronolo-
gies by either radiocarbon or tephra analysis.
Their main role will be on Sheam 1 or at most
mid- to late-Holocene timescales thoughthere
are exceptions. The importance of replicating
results in order to distinguish climatic re-
sponses from those reflecting more site-spe-
cific effects was stressed.

Several papers illustrated the importance
of pollen analytical information across the
whole range of timescales and throughout the
Transect. One of the key developments asso-
ciated with the Meeting was the establish-
ment of an African Pollen Data Base to
complement the well established European
Pollen Data Base. This opens upaccess to data

across the whole range of PEP III and
promises to make possible the much more
widescale development of pollen-based
paleoclimate reconstructions.

One of the most promising concepts for
development within PEP III is a transect of
high resolution speleothem records. Such
records may be available for the whole of PEP
III from 69"N in Arctic Norway to 34"S in
South Africa. They provide the basis for both
detailed chronologies (Th/U and shong cli-
mate-related signatures from stable isotopes,
growth laminae and organic matter. In order
to exploit the limited resourpes of speleothem
archives in a way that both maximises their
value within PEP III and respects the need for
conservatiory the Speleothem PEP (SPEP) has
been launched as a special initiative.

The paleorecord in loess and related
aeolianite sediments is also of importance
within PEP III. The best know loess deposits
within the Transect are mostly within Eastern
Europe and many of these are currently under
intensive study, especially from the point of
view of their magnetic properties. Although
discontinuities and pedogenic overprinting
make these archives less attractive than the
classic Chinese loess sections, they are
neverthless of considerable interest, especially
where they can be closely linked to other
paleoarchives. Moreover, other loess se-
quences, for example in France and Tunisia,
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PEP III
Ancient shorelines and lacustrine sediments

in many tropical Africa lal<es witness climate changes
undergone in tropicnl At'riu. The hypersaline lake

Asal (Djibouti) and its salt plain extended 50 m aboae
its present leael 3000 years agl, as seen aboae, and

300 m higher than today 8000 years ago.
(Photo: F. Gasse)

may provide comparable sequences
within the Stream II timeframe. There is a need
to establish a database ofpresently knov,n and
investigated loess sections so that regional
comparisons can be made and key sites and
time intervals targeted.

. Nqtionql ond regionol groups

Alongside the thematic Working Groups,
PEP III has established National and Regional
Working Groups. Reports from these were
presented and their importance emphasized,
especially in the context of F.astern Europe.
One of the most exciting regional develop-
ments is the establishment of the PAGES
Regional Reseach Centre in the Universily of
Nairobi, Kenya. This Cenhe is working with
START to implement a modertri efficient data
and information system that will more
effective$ linkAfrican paleoscientists with the
world-wide community through electronic
communications. One of the central research
tasks of the PAGES RRC is its contribution to
the coordination of the East African Lakes
(IDEAL) programme, though it also has an
importantresearch role in relation to the GCTE
Miombo Transect, paleomonsoon phenomena
in Africa, the study of crater lakes and the
whole wealth of paleoarchives in the region.

o Dqlq slroroge qnd monogemenl

The Meeting also gave preliminary consid-
eration to the issue of data storage and man-
agement. Keypoints thatwere emphasized in-
cluded: '
- compatibility with the World Data Cenhe A/
PAGES Data Base in Boulder Colorado
- development of a PEP III communication
node at MEDIAS FRANCE
- the need to optimize links with existing data
bases such as those developed to exploit data
within particular specialisms
- the desirability of creating an open and eas-
ily incremental relational data base
- the over-riding importance of broadly based
community discussion and consent in the cre-
ation, control and administration of a PEP III
data base.

Fmr.rgorsr Glssr
Loborotoire d'Hydrologie et de G6ochimie Isotopique
URA CNRS 223
Universit6 de Poris Xl
91405 Orsoy, Fronce
e-moil: gosse@geol.u-psud.fr I
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88O (A) and 83C (B) ztariations of speleothems from the Soreq Caae (Israel) extending to 58 Ky.
The squares plotted in A show the 230Th-U ages. The aertical bars show the present-day isotopic
compositional ranges.
(Taken from Bar-Matthews M.,.Ayalon, Aand Kaufman A. (1997) Paleoclimate eaolution in the Eastern
Mediterranean region during the Inst 58,000 yr as deriaed from stable isotopes of speleothems (Soreq Caae,
Israel). Proceedings of the International Symposium on Isotope Techniques in the study ot' past and current
enoironmental changes in the hydrosphere and the atmosphere. IAEA, Vienna, P. Murphy (Editor) In press.
These diagrams present a continuous stable isotopic record obtained from caae deposits (speleothems). The
studied caoe (Soreq Catte) is located 60 km inland from the Israeli Mediterranean coast, The stable isotopic
record proaides a detailed insight into the climatic eaolution of the late Pleistocene and Holocene, and that
it is the eastern Mediterranean reflection ot' global climatic conditions.
The paleoclimatic interpretations ot' this record are giaen in the reference cited aboae, and also in :
Bar-Matthews M., Alalon, A, and Kaut'man, A.,1997. Late Quaternaty paleoclimate in the eastern
Mediterranean region t'rom stable isotope analysis of speleothems at Soreq Caae, Israel. Quaternnry
Research 47,155-168.
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